Be Prepared for Ease’s
Carrier Connections
Ease is excited to offer carrier connections to help you save time and wow your groups
during the enrollment process and throughout the year. In order to take full advantage
of these connections, you’ll want to make sure that your data in Ease is clean and up
to date. Ease brokers that have clean data in the system can get set up with our
carrier connections in just a matter of days!
Here are a few tips on how to optimize your data in Ease to streamline the connection
process.

The fields in the following three sections will need to be accurate for each
employee.
Personal Profile
Every field on each employee’s Personal
Profile tab will need to be filled out
accurately, and match what the carrier
has in their system.
Tip: Confirm the name of the employee
matches exactly what is in the carrier’s
system. For example, if the employee’s
name is Chris in Ease and Christopher in the
carrier’s system, you’ll need to update Ease
to Christopher.

Employment
All fields in the Employment Profile
section must be filled out accurately for
each employee, except for HR Manager
and Sick Hours. Those fields are not
required for a carrier connection.
Tip: Fill in Scheduled Hours Per Week for
each employee, as this can determine
their plan eligibility.

Benefits
In order to take full advantage of these
connections, make sure that all carrier
plans for your groups are entered into
Ease. Employees will need to be enrolled
in the carrier plan in Ease in order to use
the connection.
Tip: When adding a plan in Ease, make
sure you select the correct carrier name in
the Carrier field.

If you have new business with a carrier and would like to use the connection for open
enrollment for the group, you’ll need to make sure the account structure is built prior to
open enrollment. If the account structure is not built prior to open enrollment, you’ll still be
able to use Ease for the group's initial enrollment, you will just need to export the open
enrollment information and send it to the carrier. You will then be able to use the
connection for adds, terms, and changes.

How To Get Started
The easiest way to audit your data for carrier connections is to download a census file from
both Ease and the carrier(s) that you plan to use the connection for.
To download a census file from Ease, go to Reports > Available Reports, and select the
group that you would like to get the census file for. Then, run the Employee Census (Active)
report.
To download a census from your carrier, either log in to your carrier portal to download a
census file, or reach out to your carrier rep and find out how you can get that information.
Ease is here to help you with any questions you may have about cleaning up your data in
the platform. Contact our support team at support@ease.com or 702-800-2690, or visit
https://support.ease.com.

